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Abstract
Objective. Thiswork describes an approach for producing physical anthropomorphic breast phantoms
from clinical patient data using three-dimensional (3D) fused-depositionmodelling (FDM) printing.
Approach. The source of the anthropomorphicmodel was a clinicalMagnetic Resonance Imaging
(MRI) patient image set, whichwas segmented slice by slice into adipose and glandular tissues, skin
and tumour formations; thus obtaining a four component computational breastmodel. The
segmented tissues weremapped to specificHounsfieldUnits (HU) values, whichwere derived from
clinical breast Computed Tomography (CT) data. The obtained computationalmodel was used as a
template for producing a physical anthropomorphic breast phantomusing 3Dprinting. FDM
technologywith only one polylactic acid filament was used. The physical breast phantomwas scanned
at Siemens SOMATOMDefinitionCT.Quantitative and qualitative evaluationwere carried out to
assess the clinical realismof CT slices of the physical breast phantom.Main results. The comparison
between selected slices from the computational breast phantom andCT slices of the physical breast
phantom shows similar visual x-ray appearance of the four breast tissue structures: adipose, glandular,
tumour and skin. The results from the task-based evaluation, which involved three radiologists,
showed a high degree of realistic clinical radiological appearance of themodelled breast components.
MeasuredHUvalues of the printed structures are within the range ofHUvalues used in the
computational phantom.Moreover,measured physical parameters of the breast phantom, such as
weight and linear dimensions, agreed verywell with the corresponding ones of the computational
breastmodel. Significance. The presented approach, based on a single FDMmaterial, was found
suitable formanufacturing of a physical breast phantom,whichmimics well the 3D spatial
distribution of the different breast tissues and their x-ray absorption properties. As such, it could be
successfully exploited in advanced x-ray breast imaging research applications.

1. Introduction

Anthropomorphic phantoms are both computational and physicalmodels of the human body, organs, tissues or
part of it, and they are considered an excellent tool for comparison, characterization and optimization of existing
diagnosticmodalities. In the field of breast imaging, anthropomorphic breastmodels are used for an assessment
of the diagnostic task performance of breast imaging systemswithout conducting long and high cost clinical
trials (Ikejimba et al 2018), optimizing clinical protocols, image processing and reconstruction algorithms
(Bliznakova et al 2010,Malliori et al 2012,Malliori et al 2014), as well as for research on newbreast imaging
systems and their technical optimization (Mettivier et al 2017, Glick and Ikejimba, 2018, Bliznakova, 2020).
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Recent studies demonstrated theirmain role in ‘virtual clinical trials’, which aim to replace the randomized
control clinical trials, thus reducing the time and expenses related processes, as well as administering of
additional radiation dose to patients. Attempts to create anthropomorphic breast phantoms dates with the
advent of 3Dmedical imagingmodalities, while the development of the 3Dprinting technologies have
accelerated theirmanufacturing, when used for specific imaging tasks (Bliznakova, 2020). In this respect, two
approaches have gained popularity: (a) based on 2Dmammography images and (b) based on 3D computational
breastmodels. Schopphoven et al (Schopphoven et al 2019) used a PolyJet 3D printer and a polypropylene like
printingmaterial Rigur RGD450™, to print a breast anthropomorphic phantomwith printable structures with a
size of about 200μm.A similar approach for producing an anthropomorphic breast phantomwas proposed by
Badal et al (Badal et al 2018). The key element in themethodology of these two groups is the calculation of the
x-ray attenuation at each pixel position of the clinicalmammographic image, and further this attenuation is
simulated by the differences in the height of the printingmaterial, resulting in a relief-like structure on top of the
printed phantom. The obtained physical breast phantoms are explicitly dedicated for quality control activities, as
well as for exploring new and optimising the existing clinical acquisition protocols for the current 2D
mammography units.

There are twowidely usedmethods formanufacturing of physical breast phantoms based on 3D
computational breastmodels: (i)printing the different breast structures separately, followed by assembling the
complete breast phantomas demonstrated by several investigators (Carton et al 2011, Kiarashi et al 2015,Dukov
et al 2019, Dukov et al 2021), and (ii)printing thewhole phantom ‘at once’ by using two (di Franco et al 2019) or
a single printingmaterial (Daskalov et al 2020).Most of these phantoms are limited to printing the glandular and
the adipose tissues, which are themain breast tissues. Attempts to print breast phantomswith lesions were
recently reported by few authors (Di Franco et al 2019,Dukov et al 2019,Dukov et al 2021), showing that suitable
materials for printing breast abnormalities are still to be developed and investigated for x-ray applications
(Ivanov et al 2018, Santos et al 2019).Much effort has been devoted to the development of new 3Dprinting
materials like, photopolymers dopedwith different concentration of TiO2, calcium, iodine and zinc (Sikaria et al
2016, Zhao et al 2017). Amajor challenge and a requirement in the field of x-ray breast imaging is the use of 3D
printingmaterials with x-ray absorption characteristics close to these of the breast tissues, particularly for the
energy range used inmammography.

The aimof this study is to demonstrate a new approach in developing of realistic in size and content three-
dimensional physical breastmodels based on real patientMRI images. The novelty concerns the computational
modelling of the anthropomorphic phantom and the use of one printingmaterial to successfully simulate the
x-ray attenuation of the four breast tissue types. The physical breast phantom is dedicated to current research in
design and testing novel 3D imaging techniques.

2.Materials andmethods

2.1.Overall approach
The overallmethodology for the creation of both, the computational and the physical breast phantoms, is shown
infigure 1.

Initially, a female breast is scanned at anMRI system equippedwith a breast facility, which procedure
resulted in severalMRI breast image sets. Then, a selectedMRI set is segmented slice by slice into adipose,
glandular, skin and lesion tissues. The computational breast phantom is assembled from the four segmented
tissue volumes, as the voxel values have been assignedHounsfieldUnits (HUs) representing the specific breast
tissue type. Its physical version is obtained via 3Dprinting technique. The appropriateness of this approach for
obtaining physical anthropomorphic breastmodels is further assessed through a direct comparison between
slices from the computational breast phantomand theCTbreast volume of the scanned breast physical
phantomat aCT facility. Finally, a detailed comparison of the physical parameters of the computational and
physical breast phantoms, such asweight and linear dimensions, is accomplished.

2.2. Patient data
The breastmodel is based on a set ofMRI images from a right breast of a 57-year-old patient diagnosedwith
invasive ductal carcinomaG2-3 Stage pT1b pNoMo. The acquisition of the patients’MRI image sets was
performedwithGE SignaHDxtMRI scanner. In the current study the segmentationwas realised on a
T1-weigthed image set from theAxialmulti-phase VIBRANT (3-phase) sequence, for which the voxel size
is 0.7mm× 0.7mm× 0.8mm.Contrast agent is used for the clinical procedure. This retrospective studywas
approved by the Ethics Committee ofMedical University of Varna (Approval number 102/22.04.2021).
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2.3. Segmentation
The segmentation algorithm is based on our approach for segmenting breast lesions from clinical breast
computed tomography and breast tomosynthesis data (Dukov et al 2019), that wasmodified for segmenting
breast skin, adipose, glandular and lesion tissues. Figure 2 outlines themain steps in segmenting the breastMRI
image set.

The obtained patient specificMRI image set is subjected to a semi-automatic segmentation applied for each
breast tissue. The segmentation algorithm includes: (i) choosing the region of interest (ROI), then performing
(ii) a threshold operation in order to separate the tissue of interest, followed by (iii)morphological operations,
which reduce the artifacts, and finally (iv) amanual artifact reduction performed by an experienced radiologist
to furtherminimize artifacts. The thresholding operation involves adjusting a single parameter for the different
tissues (skin tissue, glandular tissue and lesion formation), which is done empirically. This is implemented based
on the function imbinarisewith the adaptivemethod inMATLAB 2020. Themorphological operations involve
‘area opening’ on the resulting binary images, based on the bwareaopen function. The ‘area opening’ is
performed in two dimensions for an eight-connected neighbourhood. The segmentation procedure is applied
for each of the following tissues: (a) skin, (b) glandular, and (c) lesion formation.

The adipose tissue is obtained as following. First, the three segmented tissues (skin, glandular, lesion) are
combined into one. Then amask is generatedwith a size and shape similar to the segmented skin, butwith infill,
which results in amask covering thewhole breast. Afterwards, the adipose tissue is segmented based on the
difference between the object created from the three segmented tissues and the createdmask. Finally, all tissues
(skin, glandular, lesion, and adipose) are added together, thus forming the complete computational breast
model.

2.4. Computational phantomof the breast
The computational breast phantom includes a procedure that assigns unique values to the segmented breast
tissues as specified in table 1. The density of the tissues was adopted fromBerger et al (Berger et al 2010) and
Ivanov et al (Ivanov et al 2018), while the assignedHUsweremeasured frompatients breast CT (Bliznakova et al
2019,Dukov et al 2019). For this purpose, three breastmastectomy specimenswith lesionswere scanned at
Siemens SOMATOMDefinitionCTwith 80 kVp, voxel size of 0.32mm× 0.32mm× 0.6mm. Following breast
removal surgery, themastectomy specimens were placed in a sterilised plastic container and immediately
scanned in a fresh condition. Regionswith skin, adipose, glandular and tumour tissues were segmented in the
CT slices with the assistance of radiologists. ThemeasuredHUvalues with the standard deviations are reported

Figure 1.Anoverview of the approach for creating both, the computational and the physical breast phantoms.
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Figure 2.Main steps andworkflow in segmenting the breast tissues from a breastMRI set.

Table 1.Assigned properties of the simulated breast tissues and valuesmeasured fromCT scans ofmastectomies.

Tissue/Material

MeasuredHUs and SD fromCT scanned

mastectomies

HUs chosen for the creation of the

model Density, g cm−3

Skin 108±21 108 1.09

Adipose tissue −152±15 −152 0.95

Glandular tissue 42±11 42 1.04

Tumour 64±17 64 1.05
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in table 1. Based on themeasuredHUdata for the different tissues, the average values for theHUswere selected
to create the computational CTbreastmodel.

2.5. Printing setup
In a previouswork, it was demonstrated that it is possible a 3Dprinted patient-specific phantom to be fabricated
by controlling thefilament extrusion rate in correspondencewith theHU retrieved from each voxel from a
patient’s CT scanDICOM image set (Okkalidis, 2018,Daskalov et al 2020). To achieve a realistic appearance
fromanMRI data set and a correspondence toCT, specificHUswere selected for each segmented entity. Thus,
in this workwe used two new approaches for the fabrication of a 3Dprinted anthropomorphic phantombased
on anMRI data: (a) a constant filament extrusion rate for each voxel, whichmeans a specific amount ofmelted
filament has been extruded to each voxel belonging to a specific tissue and (b) a perimetric pattern for the
replication of the small entities withmore irregular shapes, such as the glandular and the tumour tissues. The
perimetric pattern is available on a commercial software such as PrusaSlicer or Cura, however, in this study it
was used accompanied by a filament extrusionmethod. A custom-made software written inMATLAB 2020was
used to controlMultooMT2-B 3Dprinter with a printing volume 500mm× 500mm× 600mm. The extruder
consists of a VolcanoHotend and a 0.4mmnozzle. The polylactic acid (PLA)Easyfil PLA filament (Formfutura,
Holland)with a density of1.24 g cm−3 and 1.75mmdiameter was the selected filament for the replication of the
segmented tissues. The temperature of the extruder was set to 180 °C, and the bedwas heated to 60 °C.The
printing speedwas constant at 30mms−1, while the layer height was chosen at 0.25mm.The literature review on
FDMprinting shows that polylactic acid (PLA) and acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) are themost common
materials used for fabrication of phantoms dedicated to radiation therapy (Tino et al 2019). In this study, PLA
was chosen because it can be printedwithout thewarping effects that are commonwithABS. The x-ray
absorption characteristics of PLAwere studied for the energies of the x-rays between 30 keV and 60 keV (Ivanov
et al 2018), showing always higher attenuation in respect to breast tissues. However, reduced-density PLA turns
out tomatch the x-ray properties of the breast tissues (Daskalov et al 2020).

The fabrication of the phantom requires the use of two 3Dprinting patterns: (a) a linear pattern, and (b) a
perimetric pattern. The linear pattern is related to printing of the selected area line-by-line. The perimetric
pattern relates to the identification and printing of an area’s perimeter, and is followed by a new identification
and printing of a new perimeter derived from the rest of the selected area. It is repeated until thewhole area of the
entity has been printed out. By employing the perimetric pattern compared to a linear pattern, a complex entity
can be fully coveredminimizing the travelling of the nozzle above the already printed entities and reducing the
filament retractions, thusminimizing the negative effect the retractionsmay have on the replicatedHUs. A
calibration procedure was carried out for both 3Dprinting patterns, i.e. the linear and the perimetric, which
includes 3Dprinting of four cubes with dimensions 20mm× 20mm× 20mmunder various filament extrusion
rates (Okkalidis, 2018,Okkalidis andMarinakis, 2020). The cubes wereCT scanned (figure 3(a)) and the
retrievedHUswere correlatedwith the various filament extrusion rates, as shown infigure 3(b). HU values were
measured on aROI of size 10mm× 10mm.The equations, which define the linesfitted onmeasurements of the
cubes (figure 3(b)), were used for the correlation of the extrusion rates with the correspondingHUs. APLA
filament can be used to replicate soft tissuewith a range of−700HUup to 150HU, approximately
(Okkalidis, 2018), and hence those two valueswere used during the 3Dprinting process as a lower- and an upper

Figure 3.Calibration procedure: (a) an image from aCT scan of the two groups of cubes, 3Dprintedwith (I) the linear and (II) the
perimetric pattern; (b) a correlation of the extrusion rates with theHUswith standard deviation for the linear and the perimetric 3D
printing patterns. The physicalmeaning of the extrusion rate (E) is themovement of the filament per voxel inmm.
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cut-off values, respectively. The perimetric pattern compared to the linear pattern has demonstrated higherHUs
for the samefilament extrusion rates because it has accumulated small amounts ofmelted filamentwhen there
was a change in the printing direction (shown in table 2 andfigure 3(b)). Infigure 3(a), thefirst group of cubes
(figures 3(a-I))was printed using the linear pattern, while the second group of cubes (figure 3(a-II))was printed
with the perimetric pattern. In the samefigure, the accumulated amounts of the filament due to the direction
change are observable in the second group, where the perimetric patternwas used. This is the reason for the
higher standard deviations noticed for the perimetric pattern compared to the standard deviations of the linear
pattern. Furthermore, the standard deviations of both patternswere increasing as the extrusion ratewas
decreasing, due to the lessmeltedfilamentwas deposited per voxel and the larger air gaps in the printed cubes.

The complete phantomwas printed as follows: the glandular and the tumour tissues were printed by using
the perimetric pattern, while the skin and the adipose tissues were printed together using the linear pattern. The
selectedHUs for the adipose, glandular, tumour and skinwere−152, 42, 64 and 108, respectively. Four
extrusion rates were selected using the curves and the above selectedHUs shown infigure 3(b). Furthermore, an
edge detection algorithmwas applied to detect the boundaries between the skin and adipose tissue, and the
retrieved boundaries were printedwith the extrusion filament rate used for adipose tissue, thus, outlining the
difference between the printed adipose and skin tissues. The calibration cubes and the physical breast phantom
were scanned at Siemens SOMATOMDefinitionCT, 80 kVp, 39mAs. The voxel size of the scanned volumewas
0.96mm× 0.96mm× 3mm.

2.6. Evaluation
Subjective and objective approaches were used to carry out a preliminary evaluation of the proposed
methodology for 3Dphysical breastmodelling. A task-based evaluationwas designed for the physical breast
phantom. The study involved three radiologists withmore than 10 years of experience in the field of radiology
and a specifically defined questionnaire with selectedCT slices from the scanned physical breastmodel. The
design of this studywas influenced by the design of similar studies addressing themodelling of irregularmasses
(Bliznakova et al 2003, Elangovan et al 2018), where researchers used in-house Java-based plug-in (Image 1.5i)
and power point presentation for assessing the realism of simulated breastmasses. Themain questions are
summarized in table 3, andwere formulated to depict various scenarios for assessment, where the different
structures in the breast phantomwere orwere not observable.

In all cases, the radiologists were able to adjust the contrast of the evaluated images, displayed on a clinical
monitor EIZORadiForceMX242W. The radiologists were not familiar with the clinicalMRI scan before
evaluating the phantom images. For the purposes of this evaluation, five image sets (each one containing a pair of
images)were prepared. Image set 1 contained two consecutive CT axial slices from the scanned physical breast
volume. Image set 2 also contained two consecutive CT axial slices from the scanned physical breast volume,
different from image set 1. Image sets 3 and 4were similar to image sets 1 and 2, however they contained CT
coronal slices from the scanned physical breast volume. Finally, image set 5 consisted of oneCT slice from the
scanned physical breast phantom and the corresponding slice from the computational breastmodel.

The questionnaire was composed offive sections, related to each image set. Each section used the same set of
questions, listed in table 3, applied to each image set.

Table 2.HUretrieved from the calibration cubes for the linear and perimetric 3Dprinting patterns.

Extrusion rate (E )
(mmvoxel−1)

MeanHUand SD

(Linear pattern)
Min/MaxHU

(Linear pattern)
MeanHUand SD

(Perimetric pattern)
Min/MaxHU

(Perimetric pattern)

0.015 −35±7 −108/+14 86±23 −56/+142

0.0125 −208±15 −375/−178 −96±48 −236/+24

0.01 −381±21 −449/−328 −278±54 −389/−107

0.0075 −554±24 −665/−501 −460±57 −571/−273

Table 3.Questions used in the questionnaire for the evaluation of the physical breast phantom.

Questions

Is there any lesion in the images?

Is the lesion realistic?

What is the type of the lesion?

Do you distinguish the individual breast tissues (glandular tissue, adipose tissue, lesions, and skin) from themodel?

Are themodelled breast components realistic?

Is the breastmodel realistic as a whole?
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The answers to the questions were limited tomultiple choice, with the option to select only one answer. There
werefive options for the answers—(1)No; (2)Rather no; (3)Cannot decide; (4)Rather yes; (5)Yes as shown in
figure 4(a). In addition, therewas a comment box, inwhich the evaluator could provide additional comments in
regards to his/her answer. An exceptionwas the free plain text question ‘What is the type of the lesion?’, shown
infigure 4(b). Therewas no restriction on the viewing time during the assessment. The objective evaluation
includedmeasurements of the physical parameters of themodel, profile comparison, andmeasurement of the
HUvalues between the original computational volume and the scanned physical breastmodel.

3. Results

3.1.Manufacturing of the physical breast phantom
Slices with segmented adipose, glandular, skin, and lesion tissues are shown infigure 5, in comparison to the
original patientMRI slices. Thefirst row (row I) infigure 5 shows the result of applying the segmentation
procedure on a singleMRI slice with three breast tissues (skin, adipose, glandular, no lesion present), while the
second row (row II) shows the segmentation results for a singleMRI slicewith four breast tissues (skin, adipose,
glandular, and lesion).

Thefinal computational breast phantom is shown infigure 6(I-a), which computational phantomwas
printed infive separate parts with black PLA (figures 6(I-b), (I-c), (II)). The printing timewas 7 days and the cost
of thematerials was estimated to approximately 30 euro.

3.2. Visual evaluation of the physical breast phantom
Figure 7 shows selectedCT slices of the scanned physical breast phantom (figures 7(d)–(f)) in comparison to a
slice taken from the computational breast phantombased on the segmented patientMRI breast volume
(figure 7(a)) and segmented patient breast CT images fromSarno et al (figures 7(b), (c)), acquired at dedicated

Figure 4. Screenshots of two questions of the evaluation study: (a) amultiple choice questionwith an optional comment section, (b) a
questionwith a free plain text answer.
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Figure 5.Results of the segmentation procedure. Row (I): (a) a slice from the patientMRI set, (b) segmented skin, (c) segmented
adipose tissue, (d) segmented glandular tissue, (e) an overlay image of the segmented glandular tissue and the correspondingMRI
slice, (f) a slice with the combined segmented tissues (skin, adipose and glandular). Row (II): (a) a slice from the patientMRI set, (b)
segmented skin, (c) segmented adipose tissue, (d) segmented glandular tissue, (e) an overlay image of the segmented glandular tissue
and the correspondingMRI slice), (f) segmented tumour, (g) an overlay image of the segmented tumour and the correspondingMRI
slice (h) a slice with the combined segmented tissues (skin, adipose, glandular and tumour).
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breast CT facility (Sarno et al 2021). The images infigures 7(b), (c) are shown to demonstrate the visual similarity
between the segmented set in this study and other publically available segmented breast sets.

The noticeable black lines on the images infigures 7(e), (f) are due to the fact that the phantomhas been
printed in 5 different parts and then assembled, which resulted in small air gaps in the final phantomassembly.
Themisalignment between the different parts of the printed breast are due to the double-sided adhesive tape
used to bring the parts together and their displacement during the process of placing and scanning at the CT
system.

Figure 6. Final computational and printedmodels. (I-a) the computational breastmodel, (I-b), (I-c) the printed breastmodel, (II) the
five separate parts comprising the breast printedmodel, and (III) a zoomed viewof parts 3 and 4with some of the anatomical
structures visible.

9
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The visual assessment of theCT slices from the physical breast phantom, shown infigure 7, reveals a high
degree of radiological similarity for the case of breast lesion. The skin and the glandular tissue structures are also
well reproduced. This is well supported by the subjective evaluation, summarised in table 4.

3.3.Objective evaluation of the physical phantom
Line profiles are taken through the computational (figure 7(a)) andCT (figure 7(d)) slices and are shown in
figure 8(a), demonstrating in general a good coincidence. The structures in the computational phantomare
sharper due to the nature of the tissue characterisation of the computationalmodel, while the edges of the
structures in the printed phantom are smother due to the 3Dprinting and scattering x-ray effects, which occur at
this energy of the x-rays.

Figure 7.Visual assessment of the original computational and 3Dprinted breast phantoms: (a) a slice from the computational breast
model (the red arrow indicates the position fromwhich a line profile was taken), (b, c) axial and coronal slices fromuncompressed
computational breast phantomobtained from a real breast CT examination. Reproduced fromSarno et al 2021. CCBY 4.0. (d) aCT
slice with lesion from the scanned physical breastmodel - coronal view (the red arrow indicates the position from awhich line profile
was taken), (e) a CT slice with lesion from the scanned physical breastmodel - axial view, (f) a CT slice without lesion from the scanned
physical breastmodel - axial view.

Table 4. Summarized results of the subjective evaluation in percentages.

Questions No RatherNo

Cannot

decide Rather Yes Yes

Is there any lesion in the images?a 0% 0% 0% 33% 67%

Is there any lesion in the images?b 17% 33% 50% 0% 0%

Is the lesion realistic? 0% 0% 0% 44% 56%

Do you distinguish the individual breast tissues (glandular tissue, adipose
tissue, lesions, and skin) from themodel?

0% 0% 0% 60% 40%

Are themodelled breast components realistic? 0% 0% 0% 73% 27%

Is the breastmodel realistic as a whole? 0% 0% 0% 100% 0%

a The images are with lesions. Number of sets of images with lesions is 3.
b The images arewithout lesions. Number of sets of images without lesions is 2.
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Further on, themeasuredHUvalues for the different breast tissues of the scanned breast phantomare
summarised infigure 8(b). HU values and standard deviationswere calculated after averaging theHUvalues for
the studied tissues obtained from regions of interest infive consecutive slices with a lesion presence.

Another comparison includes the reproduction of the tumour volume. The original computational and the
segmented lesion from the scanned physical breastmodel are visualised infigures 9(a), (b). The volume of the
segmented tumour from the real patientMRI is 2091mm3,while the volume of the segmented tumour from the
equivalent scanned breastmodel is 2016mm3. This translates into a relative error of 3.5%,which is an excellent
result for the created breastmodel.

Further on, selected physical parameters weremeasured for both computational and physical breastmodels.
Measurements were done for each physical part, shown infigure 6(II), as well as awhole. The results are
summarised in table 5.

4.Discussion

This study usedMRI patient data to produce both, computational and physical breast phantoms dedicated to
x-ray imaging research. The goal of the segmentation procedure applied to distinguish the different breast tissue
structures (skin, adipose, glandular, and tumour)was to obtain an accurate segmentation and correct
representation of the different breast structures. The outcomes demonstrated a high degree of punctuality and
clinical appearance, based on the radiologists’ evaluation for image set 5 (which includes evaluation of the

Figure 8.A comparison of slices from the physical and the computational breast phantoms: (a) line profiles taken through themiddle
of a computational slice and aCT slice from the physical breast phantom (the position at which the profiles were taken is shown in
figure 7(a) for the computational andfigure 7(d) for the physical breast phantoms, with a red arrow), (b)measuredHUvalues and
standard deviations aswell as a percentage difference of the physical breast phantom in respect to the computational one.

Figure 9.Visualisation of the segmented tumours: (a) segmented from the original patient data, (b) segmented from the scanned
physical breastmodel.
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computationalmodel) and the results in table 4. Visually, the segmented breast structures are also very similar to
the segmented tissues that can be observed in the 150 digital breastmodels, recently reported by Sarno et al
(Sarno et al 2021), an example of which is shown infigure 7(b), (c). These are obtained through segmenting
patients’ breast CT images, acquiredwith a dedicated breast CT facility (Sarno et al 2021). This similarity
suggests that the exploited approach for creation of computational breastmodels based onMRI patient datasets
can be used as an alternative tomodels derived from a breast CT.

Further, the subjective evaluation of CT slices of the physical breast phantom showed that the radiologists
clearly distinguished the different printed breast tissues. The evaluation results (depicted in table 4), in view of
radiological appearance, revealed that the different breast components and the breastmodel as awhole are
realistically presented. The visual assessment of theCT slices, shown infigure 7, reveals a high degree of
radiological similarity for the case of breast lesion. The skin and the glandular tissue structures are alsowell
reproduced. This is well supported by the subjective evaluation, summarised in table 4. All three radiologists
declared that they could observe the presence of a lesion on theCT slices, which actually contain a breast lesion.
Moreover, all of them considered the lesion to have a realistic radiological appearance. All radiologists indicated
that the shown lesion ismalignant, which is the actual case. In case of image sets with no lesion, half of the
radiologists’ replies correctly reflected the real case (the absence of lesion in the images), while the other half were
attributed to ‘cannot decide’ based on the provided image information. One of the radiologists’ comments in
this regard, if that was in a clinical situation shewould ask for an additional examination from anultrasound
modality. These results confirm the realisticmodelling of the computational breast lesion, implementation of
the physical one, and the subjective radiological appearance of the breast lesion.

ThemeasuredHUvalues of the printed skin, glandular, and adipose structures (figure 8) arewithin the range
ofHUvalues (table 1) for the corresponding computational phantom structures. This demonstrates that the
proposed approach for printing the normal breast structures correctly represents the corresponding radiological
breast structures. ThemeanHUvalue and standard deviation of the printed tumour tissue is 73±25, while the
meanHUvalue of the computational tumour structure is 64.Overall, a good agreement between these values for
the tumour structure is observed. The highermeanHUvalue for the printed tumour structure was due to the use
of the perimetric pattern for the replication of the tumour tissue, resulting in an accumulation of small amounts
ofmelted filamentwhen the printing directionwas radically changed. The segmented entities of the glandular
tissuewere smaller in size and simpler than the entity of the tumour tissue, and therefore theywere less affected.
The slice thickness of the scanned breastmodel was 3mm,which explains the smooth edges of the tumour and
other structures in theCT slices.

An excellentmatch between values of the physical parameters of the different parts of the printed and the
computational breast phantoms is observed from the results in table 5. Thewhole physical breast phantom
weights 1182 g, while the computational oneweights 1196 g. The relative weight error is 1.2%,which is an
excellent indicator for the printing technology and the proposed approach: using one PLAfilament and different
extrusion rates depending on the breast structure.Moreover, the relative errors in the linear dimensions
between the computational and physical breastmodels were 0.24% (in length), 0.20% (inwidth), and 0.23% (in
height), which is also a very good indicator for the correct representation of the four breast components by using
PLAfilamentwith an FDM technology. The spatial resolution of the phantom in x and y direction is affected by
the diameter of the nozzle, which in this case is 0.4mm,while in z direction, the resolution is affected by the
layer height, which is 0.25mm. By reducing these printing settings, the spatial resolution is expected to be
further improved.

In a previous work, it was shown that it is possible to produce an anthropomorphic breast phantomusing a
series of patient CT images and afilament extrusion ratemethod (Daskalov et al 2020). This approach reduces
considerably the number of the contoured entities, since only the area of interest is segmented, and can be
implementedwhenCT scan images are utilized.However, it cannot be usedwhen the data have been collected
fromothermedical imaging systems such as anMRI scanner as used in this study.Hence, we proposed a

Table 5.Comparison of physical parameters of the computational and physical breast phantoms.

Parameter Part 1 Part 2 Part 3 Part 4 Part 5 Total

Height,mm Computational 23.3 9.0 55.5 22.5 53.3 163.5

Physical 22.7 9.9 55.3 22.6 53.4 163.9

Width,mm Computational 100.6 101.8 106.6 111.4 112.0 112.0

Physical 99.5 100.4 99.1 104.9 111.8 111.8

Length,mm Computational 70.6 95.2 125.8 125.8 124.0 125.8

Physical 68.6 95.3 125.5 125.5 123.5 125.5

Weight, g Computational 42.6 38.1 460.9 236.6 417.7 1195.8

Physical 35.6 41.3 457.3 232.6 415.0 1181.8
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segmentation algorithm and a 3Dprinting process under a correlation of theMRI datawithHUs for the 3D
printing of anthropomorphic breast phantom. TheMRI dataset provides an enhanced imaging of the soft tissues
and improved tumour identification, resulting in 3Dprinted phantomswith realistically distributed and
radiologically equivalent reproduced breast tissues. Since the 3Dprinting process of anthropomorphic
phantoms is constantly being improved, results coming closer to human anatomywill be achieved. Futurework
will focus on the investigation of the combination of both 3Dprinting approaches employing data from aCT
and anMRI scanners.

This study described the result of one patient’s breast case, which is based onMRI images. Patientsʹ images of
breastMRI are continuously collected. The long-term goal of the international and interdisciplinary
PHENOMENOproject team is dedicated to collect patient breast images fromboth, breast CT andMRI exams
within the four-year project period and to release a dedicated breast database (http://phenomeno.eu/). In
practice, the creation of anthropomorphic breast phantoms ismuch related to the use of high-quality breast CT
data, which is limited due to the low availability of such scanners worldwide. AlthoughMRI is not themost
appropriate choice for imaging the breast, due to the additional preparationwork at a regularMRI system, this
imagingmodality turns out to be an alternative choice as a source of data for anthropomorphic breastmodels.
BreastМRI has an advantage in cases of pre- and postoperativemanagement of breast cancer. It is themost
accurate way of determining the size of the cancer andwhether there are other cancerous tissues in the same
breast; also in assessing the residual disease after surgery. In contrary toCT,MRI does not involve radiation
exposure and can therefore be safely used to screenwomen at increased risk of breast cancer.

Choosing breastMRImodality is also related to the development of thorough segmentation procedure,
whichwill be subject to a comprehensive validation. In our current approach, breastMRI images are subjected
to tissue segmentation in a breast volume, where the breast tissues are represented byHUs. The developed
technique in this study is fully applicable to breastmodels obtained frombreast CT images, andmay be used
with the dataset of 150 computational breastmodels reported by Sarno et al (Mettivier et al 2019, Sarno et al
2021), as a result of a classification algorithm applied on clinical breast CT images.

The produced anthropomorphic breast phantom is dedicated to x-ray imaging research and is planned for
both, 2D and 3Dbreast imaging and dosimetry applications. The phantom is scheduled to be evaluated at a
clinical tomosynthesis system: both tomosynthesis andmammography images aswell as dose evaluation are
planned. At the same time, themodel will be evaluated at synchrotron facility, demonstrating the suitability of
this technology for the creation of anthropomorphic phantoms for x-ray imaging research. For these
evaluations, wewill print the same phantom, howeverHUswill depend on the photon energy used. The quantity
of the PLA in each voxel depends on theHU,which varies with the incident photon energies. In particular, the
HUof the PLA increases with the increase of the photon energy. PLA is not frequently used as amaterial for
mimicking the tissue attenuation at diagnostic x-ray energies due to its higher attenuation coefficients in respect
to gland and adipose tissues (Ivanov et al 2018), rather it is used in phantoms dedicated to radiation therapy
energies, (Dancewicz et al 2017). In order to use PLA formimicking the radiological properties of the tissues, the
voxel is printedwith an extrusion rate which corresponds to a voxel infill less than 100%. The calibration
procedure is implemented only once in case the incident x-ray spectra is known. The planned evaluationswill
also reveal the reproducibility of complex structures with the proposedmethod.

The evaluation of this phantom at a regular CT system showed thatwe need to improve further the printing
method and usemore appropriate printingmaterials, if we need to use the phantom for phase-contrast imaging
applications. Further developments of the current printing technique concern improvement in the covering
algorithmof the perimetric pattern to reduce the accumulatedmelted amounts of the filament, when there is a
significant change of the printing direction. Other efforts are also focussed on the development of a printing
method that can be usedwith higher density printingmaterials, whichwill overcome the ‘air gaps’ in themodel.
The possibility to obtain thinner and finer breast structures by printing smaller than 0.2mmbreast structures
and using a narrower nozzle than 0.4mm,whichwould result in an increased accuracy, will be also investigated.
This would increase the printing time considerably, however, we plan to employ a couple of 3Dprinters working
in parallel for producing different parts of the phantom, in order to reduce printing time.

5. Conclusions

This study demonstrated that a low-cost 3Dprinting systemwith a PLAfilament can be used formanufacturing
a physical anthropomorphic breast phantom,which phantom can provide realistic radiological images of the
different breast tissues, when scanned. The study showed that the anatomical structures in both, the
computational breast phantom slices andCT images of the physical breast phantom, exhibit a good degree of
radiological similarity. This conclusionwaswell supported by the subjective evaluation, undertaken by three
radiologists, as well as, by the objective quantitative evaluation, which included line profile comparison and
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assessment of the physical and computational parameters of the corresponding phantoms. It can be concluded
that the created physical anthropomorphic phantom satisfactory represents the characteristics and the spatial
distribution of the different breast tissues, avoiding the need of usingmultiple printingmaterials with specific
x-ray attenuation characteristics. The results of this studywill be further exploited in the improvement of the
proposedmethodology and for development of a dedicated phantom for breast CT studies, and specifically in
setting an experimental setup for an accurate breast CTdosimetry study. The data for this study is available at
Zenodo repository (https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5887359).
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